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A hallmark of Wing Chun is incredibly fast hand techniques. Just a few classes spent on the receiving end 

of Wing Chun’s perceived speed reveals that it’s actually a convergence of structure, position, pressure, 

timing, and muscle memory; all of which are based on scientific concepts. The most impressive (and 

sophisticated) techniques are tactile reactions, like Bong Sau. Done properly, Bong Sau shaves precious 

time off of our reactions. It is one of four ‘felt’ (tactile) reactions  in Wing Chun, is one of three positions 1

in Chi Sau’s rolling arms , and embodies most of our concepts . It can’t be overstated how critical Bong 2 3

Sau is to Wing Chun. This article covers ‘Best Practices’ and common errors to avoid.  

 

What Bong Sau Is 

With just a little research anyone can tell you that Wing Chun utilizes simultaneous Attack and Defense 

as a primary strategy. For example, Bong Dar is a Bong Sau (defense) performed simultaneously with a 

punch (offense). But no one is prepared for the revelation that each technique in Wing Chun is 

simultaneously attacking and defending! Beginners learn to use a punch like a thrusting sword but are 

surprised at the requirement that it double as a shield. The bigger challenge is convincing them that 

‘defensive’ techniques like Bong Sau must also threaten the opponent. This feeds the depth, pressure, 

and aggressiveness that helps our effectiveness and makes us faster. 

 

Bong Sau is a defensive technique that began as a strike but was interrupted by, and yielded to, my 

opponent’s punch, block, or trap. The point of contact is at or near the wrist and creates pressure on the 

shoulder. This is commonly referred to as ‘crossing pressure’ because it feels like the opponent’s 

pressure is crossing into our space. We relieve that pressure by yielding to it. However, we don’t simply 

bend at the elbow. We strive to maintain length while rotating or twisting the arm inward. This creates 

‘rotational stiffness’ or torque which strengthens the arm position AND stores elastic energy. The elastic 

energy is released when the arm springs back to full extension or uses the pressure to circle back as a 

strike.  

 

Most of this is seen in the Wing Chun forms. Each form has us ‘corkscrew’ the Bong Sau forward, seeking 

length and simulating the creation of torque through rotational stiffness. The Emin Boztepe Martial Art 

System of Wing Chun teaches Bong Sau applications originating as a punch because it accomplishes 

several things for us. First, it’s self defense and you should be punching! Second, it allows us to begin our 

‘yield’ from the optimal striking extension angle of 180°, giving us more options than starting from an 

arbitrary smaller angle. Third, we are able to combine whatever punch energy remains with any new 

elastic energy that was stored in the torque of our rotated arm, saving time and energy. In mathematical 

terms, I’ve come to think of Bong Sau as one ‘deviation’ from the ‘mean’ of punching, which is our 

preferred state.  

1 Along with Tan Sau, Jum Sau, and Kau Sau. 
2 One arm inverts between Bong Sau and Tan Sau, the other arm remains in Fook Sau. 
3 Wedge Theory, Spring (elastic) energy, and Magnetic Zone Theory. 



 

What Bong Sau Is Not 

Bong Sau is not flexed at the elbow like a folded wing to perform an artful block. Translated as ‘Wing 

Arm’, too many Wing Chun students treat their Bong Sau like they would perform the Chicken Dance. 

Giving up the dimension of depth allows the opponent into our personal space, increasing the risk of 

injury. Recall GM Emin Boztepe’s analogy of how our structure is like a car’s air bag. If you have an 

automobile accident, would you prefer to have a large air bag with lots of dimension like a bean bag 

chair, or a small one like an airplane pillow? Naturally, the larger air bag offers more protection. It’s the 

same with Bong Sau...more dimension provides more protection.  

 

Bong Sau is not merely a block, it is a tactile reaction to my opponent’s pressure on my arm. That means 

spontaneous. Remember that Bong Sau is a frustrated punch which makes it an unfinished movement 

that should be transitioning into another technique. So many students linger in a pose as if for a 

snapshot. Maybe it’s surprise or satisfaction that it worked, but Bong Sau alone doesn’t vanquish evil. It 

buys a precious moment of safety while a counterattack is formed. Under stress and at full speed, most 

people don’t see or feel the Bong Sau. It takes shape, performs its task, and transitions to something 

else all in the blink of an eye.  

 

Bong Sau does not have mandatory next steps. The more common sequences are Bong Sau to Lop Dar, 

Bong Sau to rolling back fist (or my preferred hammer fist), and skipping to elbow range. Muscle 

memory is a good thing but skipping to a favorite technique could be a costly mistake, particularly if 

your opponent is more skilled or has better timing. Take Lop Dar for example. Students eagerly position 

their arm in the diagonal position to execute the trap. The problem is that it is easily reversed! Always 

lead with a punch, and go with what you see and feel to determine your next move. 

 

How much Bong Sau is enough?  

I routinely encounter two key errors with students learning new techniques. When the pace and 

pressure is moderate, they tend to emulate whatever mental image they have of the movement, 

sometimes in dramatic poses. When the pace and pressure is challenging, they tend to overperform, 

sometimes in desperation. I call this swatting at flies. Bigger swings in the air rarely produce better 

results. You spend more energy and usually miss. It’s our nature to over-correct in a defensive situation. 

This is a key reason we spend so much class time ensuring that we are both Effective AND Efficient.  

 

For any given technique I routinely ask students ‘How much is enough?’ As it relates to Bong Sau, 

perhaps the arm should yield x inches and the stance should turn to x position. The answer is 

‘enough’...enough to punch through the gap you created and nothing more. Being mindful of Economy 

of Motion or Effort, the goal is to counter-strike so we do just enough to make it happen. Doing more is 

inefficient. Inefficiencies are what we exploit, so expect the same from your opponent! Below are two 

common issues to be mindful of for efficiency and a foolproof correction and template for perfect 

execution.  

  



First, consider the arm’s angle of extension at the elbow and then the shoulder. For the longest time I 

taught 135° as the optimal extension at the elbow for most any arm technique . Lately I have come to 4

think of that number as the minimum angle of extension or maximum deviation from the mean of 

punching. I now prefer an extension as close to 180° as possible, and here’s why: It minimizes my 

deviation from skeletal (structural) strength; It’s a shorter distance to revert back to striking; I don’t 

need a pre-set 45° gap to squeeze my counter punch through (experiment for yourself and see that 135° 

is wide enough for two fists). A second hazard is letting the arm collapse at the shoulder, which also 

sacrifices skeletal strength and is easily pinned against the body as a trap.  

 

Second,  a significant component of Wing Chun’s effectiveness is proper stance and footwork. Poor 

stepping and turning can nullify the best upper body reactions. It can leave you exposed, and out of 

range. One of the more common errors in the footwork is over turning at the waist and in our footwork. 

Fueled by the instinct to avoid harm, it’s easy to over turn, leaving you exposed on the flank.  

 

A simple way to proof and correct your performance is to use the Center Line Theory. EBMAS Scientific 

Wing Chun defines the Center Line as the imaginary Ray that connects us to our opponent’s center 

mass. It originates at the intersection of our Vertical and Horizontal midlines (roughly the xiphoid 

process below the sternum). The Center Line Theory has us place our limbs in front of us along the 

Center Line to protect our vital organs while simultaneously attacking the opponent’s. Additionally, if 

our Center Line is compromised, it tells us to recover to a new position and create a new Center Line. In 

this scenario, my punch (my Center Line) was intercepted and overpowered by my opponent's (his 

Center Line won). Bong Sau helps me yield and pivot to a new position to 1) get off of my opponent’s 

dominant Center Line and 2) create a new Center Line from the flank position.  

 

In class I like to freeze the action and use an Escrima stick as a visual aid to test the orientation 

of the Center Line. I place one end on the defender’s sternum and have it project out perpendicularly. 

Even if the upper body response is ideal, it is likely that the stick doesn’t even touch the opponent, let 

alone connect to his center-mass. It is common for a beginner’s Center Line to be a full body width wide 

of the opponent. In other words, you can be effective, but still be inefficient. The Center Line is the 

standard or template that we use to adjust our arm angles, turns and steps.  

 

Finally, a unique differentiator in Wing Chun is how we maintain active Spring pressure with every point 

of contact. As discussed above, the elastic energy we store in our Bong Sau is used to power a 

counterstrike, but it also helps power our footwork. It helps connect our upper body to our lower body 

like a coupling. That coupling helps to transfer and borrow energy between body parts. Strength and 

Fitness author Pavel Tsatsouline uses the term ‘hyper irradiation’ to describe how elite strength athletes 

apply a ‘whole-body’ tension to brace for impossibly heavy loads, regardless of the movement’s 

emphasis (legs, chest, back, grip, etc.) Every athletic effort eventually aspires to a level that requires a 

whole-body effort. Think of a simple push-up. The more you attempt to do, the more you need to 

extend the tension beyond your chest down into your core, your posterior chain, and legs. It’s the same 

4 135° is the midpoint between the extended arm angle (like a punch) of 180° and the barring arm (Lan Sau) angle 
of 90°. The humerus should be roughly 67° relative to the sternum, but the angle below the arm is dependent on 
the height of your opponent.  



with self defense. As the intensity increases, the Spring pressure in the Bong Sau distributes the load 

across other body parts.  

 

Final thoughts on Bong Sau… 

 

- Remember that almost everything written above applies to the other ‘felt’ or tactile reactions 

(Tan Sau, Jum Sau, and Kau Sau).  

 

- Maintain the scientific mindset in your training. Approach movements like an experiment. 

- establish a ‘constant’. For example, have your partner throw the same type of punch, 

thrown the same way, at the same speed, and same depth. 

- Experiment, Measure, Analyze, Adjust, Repeat. The trick is to adjust one aspect at a 

time. For example, correct and confirm your arm angles before addressing turning and 

stepping.  

 

There is so much more to say on each aspect but I tried to balance readability, usefulness, and 

shareability. I hope you agree! 

 


